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The Book: Cowden, Tami D., Caro LaFever, Sue Viders. The Complete Writer’s Guide 

to Heroes & Heroines: Sixteen Master Archetypes. Lone Eagle Publishing Company, 

2000. 

  

About the Authors: The three authors are critique partners who live in Colorado.  

Tami Cowden is a former lawyer who now writes both fiction and nonfiction and delivers 

numerous workshops both live and on-line.  

Caro LaFever, a founding member of the Heart of Denver Romance Writers, she was a 

Golden Heart finalist in Long Contemporary in 2000. 

Sue Viders is an international art marketing consultant and artist. 

  

What’s the Book About:   

In a nutshell, this book provides an in-depth review of sixteen archetypes, eight heroes 

and eight heroines. I’ve provided a chart below, which also includes the villainous 

counterpart. These villains, also developed by the three authors, are a later addition and 

are not mentioned in the book, but a list of their characteristics can be found at Cowden’s 

website.  

The first two sections of the book provide information on each archetype, which includes 

a general comment on the archetype itself, a list of qualities, both virtues and flaws, a 

background check on how this archetype developed from childhood and how they’d 

function in a family, a discussion of two styles that present the basic pattern in slightly 

different ways, and finally a review of probable occupations for this archetype. Along the 

way, plenty of examples from TV and movies are given.   

The third section discusses how to use the archetypes to create characters. There are three 

choices: the writer can choose to develop a character around the characteristics of a core 

archetype, relying on and remaining consistent to the framework provided. Think 

Leonard Nimoy as Spock who is a core Professor. A second option is to create an 

evolving archetype, where a character begins in one “archetypal family” but changes so 

profoundly that by the end of the story they have “shifted” into another archetype. Think 

Meg Ryan as Kate in French Kiss who starts as a Librarian, but becomes a Spunky 

Kid.(p.99) The third option is to create a layered archetype, which embodies a core 

personality and then adds more options from another archetype, “to create [a character] 

who will carry the story forward.” (p. 113) Think Richard Dean Anderson as MacGyver 

in the TV show of the same name. MacGyver is predominantly a Warrior, yet he abhors 

violence, so to give him the ingenuity to create other solutions within the framework of 

his job, he also has many of the qualities of a Professor.  
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Finally, the book pairs each hero with each heroine, to note how these couples would 

clash, mesh and change each other, although these combinations do not necessarily do all 

three all the time. 

 

 

Hero Archetype Villain 

Counterpart 

Chief - goal oriented, decisive and responsible, this character type 

can also be stubborn, unsympathetic and dominating; styles include 

the Born Leader and Conqueror 

Tyrant 

Bad Boy - charismatic, street smart and intuitive, this character 

type can also be pessimistic, bitter and volatile; styles include Boy 

from the Wrong Side of the Tracks or Rebel Without a Cause 

Bastard 

Best Friend - stable, supportive and tolerant, this character type 

can also be complacent, myopic, and unassertive; styles include 

Mr. Nice Guy and Confidant 

Traitor 

Charmer - creative, witty and smooth, this character type can also 

be manipulative, irresponsible and elusive; styles include Playboy 

and Rogue 

Devil 

Lost Soul - devoted, vulnerable and discerning, this character type 

can also be brooding, unforgiving and fatalistic; styles include 

Wanderer and Outcast 

Outcast 

Professor - an expert, analytical and genuine, this character type 

can also be insular, inhibited and inflexible; styles include Absent-

Minded and Mr. Organized 

Evil Genius 

Swashbuckler - fearless, exciting and capable, this character type 

can also be unreliable, foolhardy and selfish; styles include 

Daredevil and Explorer 

Sadist 

Warrior - tenacious, principled and noble, this character type can 

also be self-righteous, relentless and merciless; styles include 

Avenger and Knight 

Terrorist 
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Heroine Archetype Villainess 

Counterpart 

Boss - confident, dynamic and competent, this character type can 

also be blunt, a workaholic and arrogant; styles include Princess 

and Trailblazer 

Bitch 

Seductress - assertive, strong and clever, this character type can 

also be cynical, driven and manipulative; styles include Dark Lady 

and Siren 

Black Widow 

Spunky Kid - has a sense of humor, reliable and supportive, this 

character type can also be sarcastic, unassuming and skeptical; 

styles include Girl Next Door and Working Girl 

Backstabber 

Free Spirit - sincere, upbeat and imaginative, this character type 

can also be impulsive, meddling and undisciplined; styles include 

Comedian and Darling 

Lunatic 

Waif - pure, trusting and kind, this character type can also be 

impressionable, passive and insecure; styles include Innocent and 

Orphan 

Parasite 

Librarian - efficient, serious and dependable, this character type 

can also be rigid, repressed and a perfectionist; styles include 

Know-it-all and Bookworm 

Schemer 

Crusader - courageous, resolute and persuasive, this character type 

can also be obstinate, rash and opinionated; styles include Zealot 

and Rescuer 

Fanatic 

Nurturer - altruistic, optimistic and capable, this character type 

can also be idealistic, self-sacrificing and compromising; styles 

include Caregiver and Wise Woman 

Matriarch 

  

My Opinion:  

This is one great resource. While many of us are aware of classical examples of 

archetypes, those options don’t always fit into the contemporary world many of us write 

about. This book provides another set of “down to earth” archetypes who can exist in 

“modern times.” The examples alone are worthwhile reference points to see how each 

archetype can be developed and function within so many different story settings. About 

the only criticism I have is that the interaction section teases us with only a few examples 

of same-sex combinations to illustrate friendship options within a story.   
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Whether you want to ground a character within an archetypal framework, or use the 

framework as a creative boost for constructing a character, this book is an invaluable 

tool.  

Remember,“AN ARCHETYPE IS NOT DETERMINED BY THE CHARACTER’S 

ACTIONS!!! ... –what the character does is not the defining element. The defining 

element is WHY the character does what he does. Any archetype can do anything – the 

question will always be why.” (From Cowden’s website) 
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http://www.tamicowden.com/archetypes.htm

